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 To provide consistent, fast and secure internet access to the passengers 

 Seamless internet experience by the guests throughout their stay 

 Appropriate Bandwidth control on user and application level 

 Reduce OPEX by accommodating multiple & less expensive ADSL internet lines  

 To deploy scalable and robust HSIA system with easier management 

ABOUT DUBAI 
INTERNATIONAL 

HOTEL- DUBAI 
AIPPORT 

 

Conveniently located at the Dubai International Airport, the Dubai International Hotel is 

devoted to making visitors’ stay as comfortable as possible. Situated at Terminal 3 of the 

Airport, and catering to the accommodation needs of passengers in transit, the hotel’s goal is 

to ensure a pleasant and relaxed start to the next phase of the passenger’s journey. 

Dubai International Hotel deploys Surfsonix Smart HSIA solution to provide 
consistent, safe and fast internet access to the transit passengers in Dubai Airport. 
 

“Being able to provide consistent, fast and secure internet access to numerous visitors was a gigantic 

task. Surfsonix exceeded our expectations. It has several vital features which are really helpful, especially 

the QOS & the intelligent bandwidth management over the multi-layer networks. “  

                    

- Sanil Kumar, IT Manager,                                                                                                             

                                                     - Dubai International Hotel 

            - Dubai International Airport 
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Enhanced Guest Satisfaction 

With the new solution, hotel guests were no longer restricted in the amount of bandwidth they  

consumed, with the deployment of additional internet lines that offered more bandwidth. With 

single pass code or room login, guests could access the Internet on multiple devices as well as 

seamlessly roam from wired to wireless without disconnection. The dynamic splash page 

allowed easy and secure access to the guest WiFi. All of these features enhanced the overall 

guest internet experience. 

 

Efficient Operations  

With the ability for guests to self-sign up and select the bandwidth they require, the IT and 

front desk staffs no longer had to authorize access codes. With True Plug & Play features, the 

guests can access the internet seamlessly and hassle free. This freed up time for staffs to focus 

on other important tasks. 

 

Lower Operational Expenses  

Deploying multiple low costs internet lines allowed the hotel to reduce their operational 

expenses while maintaining high quality of service to the guests. This ensured higher customer 

satisfaction and faster return on investments. 

 

 

To meet the increased bandwidth demand placed upon the hotel, Surfsonix Smart HSIA 

solution was deployed. The Peplink WAN Aggregator module allowed multiple ADSL internet 

connections to the HSIA appliance for higher bandwidth capacity. The Application Visibility 

and Control module enabled bandwidth management on application level and intelligent 

bandwidth manager ensured that every user receive fair share of bandwidth. Dynamic splash 

ensured that the guests experience seamless internet access throughout the property during 

their entire stay. The solution was deployed by Kiran International in partnership with Peplink. 

 

“We are happy to empower 

our client with the smart multi-

WAN Aggregator to reduce 

their operational expenses 

while improving the quality of 

services. “ 

 

  - Amr Salem 

        -Regional Sales Director 

           -Peplink, MEA  

 “We are committed to provide the best and most cost-effective solution to our customers. The 

new smart HSIA solution enabled the hotel to efficiently manage bandwidth usage to make sure 

that guests were receiving a fair share of access, resulting in improved internet access experience.”  

 

            -Mohammed Mubin Mallick  

                       -Managing Director 

                -Kiran International Technologies 
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About Kiran International Technologies 

 

The Kiran International Group, headquartered out of Kuwait, is one of the Middle East’s leading system integrator which provides 

standalone and cloud based technology solutions for several industries including hotels, resorts and visitor-based locations. 

Delivering a range of “best of breed” products, solutions and services from the world’s leading providers of hospitality technology, 

Kiran International Technologies is the groundbreaker in delivering 100 percent customer satisfaction and system operability.  

 

Kiran International Technologies has an in-house team of software, hardware and system specialists, web and mobile developers 

with broad experience in the hospitality sector, with key areas of expertise being HSIA solutions. Kiran International developed 

software and solution is currently in use with all major hospitality brands and a wide range of verticals, including hospitality, 

leisure, government, MICE and transport etc. 

 

Kiran International’s incomparable experience and expertise in project delivery and support for technology-related products, in 

addition to services across the hospitality industry and related verticals — guarantees superior client support and service 

throughout the entire customer experience. Kiran International’s customers span the world’s leading hotel companies including 

the InterContinental Hotels Group, Starwood Hotels and Resorts, Accor Hotels, Minor International Group, MAF Hospitality, Abjar 

Hotels International (Al Mulla Group), NCTH, Auris Hotels, Danat Hotels and Moevenpick Hotels. Providing support across the 

Asia, Middle East and Africa, the Kiran International support team features a highly skilled team of engineers and product 

specialists. For more information about Kiran International, contact info@kiranintl.com or visit www.kiranintl.com.  
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About Peplink 

 

Peplink is the global leader in multi-WAN router. Their intelligent multi-WAN router comes with industry-leading durability, a 

straightforward and intuitive web interface, and a wide range of features that are difficult to match. With deployments across 

several industries including Hospitality, Peplink has helped thousands of customers migrate from traditional WAN to their  SD-

WAN solutions, resulting in increased bandwidth, higher WAN reliability, and lower costs. 

From routers to access points to cloud platforms, Peplink has the required capabilities to build a software-defined network that is 

fully configurable from any web browser. Peplink has an in-house team of software, hardware and system specialists, web and 

mobile developers with broad experience in the hospitality sector which develop and test solutions in-house, providing the 

customers with easy and seamless networking that could be relied upon. 

Peplink believes that quality, innovative products, and passionate customer service can help everyone experience a better 

connected world. That’s why happy customers around the globe depend on them. 

About Surfsonix 

Surfsonix is the product of Interlabz Technologies. Interlabz is the worldwide leader in HSIA that enhances how guests connect, experience, and communicate. Our 

technology is changing the nature of work and the way we live. Surfsonix facilitates customer engagement and enables revenue generation across various business 

models. It allows the Public Internet Access Provider to deploy highly scalable, cost-effective, user friendly and secure internet services.                                                           

For more information, visit www.surfsonix.com 

http://www.peplink.com/company/reliability-challenge/
http://www.peplink.com/products/balance/live-demo/
http://www.peplink.com/company/peplink-enterprise-features/
http://www.peplink.com/company/why-peplink/

